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Introduction

There is growing evidence that detailed environmental

information is important in understanding variation and

diversification in natural populations (e.g. Coyne and Orr

2004; McKinnon et al. 2004; Rundle and Nosil 2005). As

more satellite remote-sensing and extrapolated climate

surfaces become available, the prospect of investigating

genetic and phenotypic divergence at both local and

broad habitat scales has become possible (e.g. Scribner

et al. 2001; Pilot et al. 2006; Chaves et al. 2007; Smith

et al. 2008; Pease et al. 2009). However, few studies have

generated detailed maps of biological variation across

landscapes using high resolution environmental data,

while also taking into account the influence of geographic

distance. Doing so is of interest for several reasons. First,

the simultaneous analysis of many environmental vari-

ables allows one to assess which variables are most

important in explaining observed biological variation, and

is facilitative in identifying traits that are potentially

under selection. Second, taking into account both geo-

graphic distance and environmental variation allows one

to better understand the factors resulting in diversification.

This is particularly important, because environmental
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Abstract

To better understand how environment shapes phenotypic and genetic varia-

tion, we explore the relationship between environmental variables across Ecua-

dor and genetic and morphological variation in the wedge-billed woodcreeper

(Glyphorynchus spirurus), a common Neotropical rainforest bird species. Gener-

alized dissimilarity models show that variation in amplified fragment length

polymorphism markers was strongly associated with environmental variables

on both sides of the Andes, but could also partially be explained by geographic

distance on the western side of the Andes. Tarsus, wing, tail, and bill lengths

and bill depth were well explained by environmental variables on the western

side of the Andes, whereas only tarsus length was well explained on the eastern

side. Regions that comprise the highest rates of genetic and phenotypic change

occur along steep elevation gradients in the Andes. Such environmental gradi-

ents are likely to be particularly important for maximizing adaptive diversity to

minimize the impacts of climate change. Using a framework for conservation

prioritization based on preserving ecological and evolutionary processes, we

found little overlap between currently protected areas in Ecuador and regions

we predicted to be important in maximizing adaptive variation.
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variables are generally spatially autocorrelated, and not

simultaneously examining the effects of distance and envi-

ronment can potentially result in incorrect estimates of

the environmental component of divergence. Finally, a

predictive map of biological variation is useful in devel-

oping new experiments for questions regarding modes of

diversification and identifying new sampling localities.

Modeling approaches that predict environmentally asso-

ciated variation also have great potential for application in

conservation biology, specifically for the prioritization of

areas for future conservation efforts (e.g. Ferrier et al. 2004,

2007). Conservation efforts have long focused on preserv-

ing patterns of biodiversity, prioritizing regions to protect

based on levels of species richness, endemism, and degree

of threat. While such a strategy represents a vital step in

prioritizing areas for conservation, it suffers from the limi-

tation that the processes underlying the generation and

maintenance of biodiversity are largely ignored (e.g. Fran-

kel 1974; Smith et al. 1993). Recent efforts have begun to

focus on conserving both the patterns of biodiversity as

well as the evolutionary processes that generate it (Crandall

et al. 2000; Cowling and Pressey 2001; Moritz 2002; Mace

et al. 2003; Ennos et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2005; Rouget et al.

2006; Bonin et al. 2007; Forest et al. 2007; Davis et al.

2008; Mace and Purvis 2008). Evolutionary processes have

typically been incorporated into prioritization efforts using

two methods. One employs a measure of evolutionary dis-

tinctiveness such as phylogenetic diversity (the branch

lengths in a phylogeny) as a surrogate for diversification

processes (e.g. Vane-Wright et al. 1991; Faith 1992; Forest

et al. 2007). The other relies on detailed knowledge of spe-

cific evolutionary processes influencing diversification in

given taxa, which is available for few taxonomic groups and

few regions of the world (e.g. Cowling and Pressey 2001).

Much less attention has been paid to the mechanisms that

generate and maintain intra-specific adaptive variation

across large geographic areas, yet it is precisely at the intra-

specific population level that the study of evolutionary pro-

cesses is more likely to be fruitful. This dearth of intra-spe-

cific studies is due in large part to the near absence of tools

to map this variation, or major limitations in their applica-

tion. Here we integrate newly available climate and remote-

sensing variables with existing niche modeling techniques

and a recently developed dissimilarity modeling method to

map environmentally associated genetic and phenotypic

variation in a common rainforest bird species, the wedge-

billed woodcreeper (Glyphorynchus spirurus) in Ecuador.

Using our results for this species, we demonstrate the utility

of a spatially explicit framework for prioritizing areas for

conservation. The framework employs recently developed

modeling methodologies [species distribution modeling

(Phillips et al. 2006) and generalized dissimilarity modeling

(GDM; Ferrier et al. 2007)] to map environmentally associ-

ated intra-specific variation, as well as traditionally used

methods to measure levels of biodiversity.

Study region and focal species

Ecuador is one of the most biotically diverse countries on

the planet. It is climatologically and topographically het-

erogeneous because of the presence of the Andes, with

the Amazon basin extending to the east, and the Pacific

coastal region to the west (Fig. 1A). As a result of the

high altitude and steep slopes of the Andes, climate
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Figure 1 (A) Study region, indicated by the red square, and Ecuador indicated in green; (B–D) predicted patterns of amplified fragment length

polymorphism variation for separate generalized dissimilarity modeling analyses on the: (B) entire study area; (C) eastern side of Andes and

Amazon lowlands; (D) western side of Andes and lowlands. Regions where wedge-billed woodcreepers do not occur are indicated in black and

gray. Pairwise comparison of colors between any two points in the landscape indicates the genetic differentiation between those two points:

larger color differences correspond to larger genetic differences (see color bars). Red dots indicate sampling localities. See also Fig. S6.
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changes considerably over relatively short distances,

resulting in steep environmental gradients. Moreover, the

Amazon basin and Pacific coastal regions have their own

distinct influences on climatologic conditions on the east-

ern and western Andean slopes, respectively. Andean spe-

cies diversity is exceptional, and the region is the only

one in the world that is considered a biodiversity hotspot

by all three traditionally used measures of biodiversity:

species richness, levels of endemism, and degree of threat

(Orme et al. 2005). Selection differences caused by diverse

ecological and climatic conditions, and isolation resulting

from complex topographical features likely resulted in

these high levels of biological diversity (e.g. Graham et al.

2004; Chaves et al. 2007). The Andes’ environmental het-

erogeneity, high levels of biodiversity, and the fact that it

is the focus of conservation efforts, make this region an

ideal test case to study the effects of environment, barri-

ers, and geographic distance on diversification, and to

map biological variation.

The wedge-billed woodcreeper is a common and wide-

spread bird species found across lowland tropical regions

of South and Central America (Fig. S1) up to about

1500 m in altitude (Ridgely and Greenfield 2001). In

Ecuador, populations on either side of the Andes are trea-

ted as different subspecies (Glyphorynchus spirurus subru-

fescens in the west and Glyphorynchus spirurus castelnaudii

in the east), belonging to two well-differentiated genetic

lineages (Marks et al. 2002; Milá et al. 2009). According

to mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) data, average pairwise

divergence between populations across the Andes was

6.98%. Values within each side of the Andes were

significant, but much lower (east: 0.41%; west: 0.32%),

suggesting ongoing gene flow or recent divergence (Milá

et al. 2009). This divergence among populations and the

species’ close association with forests across a very hetero-

geneous region make it a suitable taxon to assess how

environmental factors shape biological diversity in

tropical forests.

Milá et al. (2009) used genome-wide amplified frag-

ment length polymorphism (AFLP) markers and six

fitness-related morphological traits to assess levels of

divergence among wedge-billed woodcreeper populations

in Ecuador. For the current study, we used this dataset in

conjunction with environmental variables from ground

stations and satellite-borne sensors that capture climate

and habitat characteristics to map the environmentally

associated genetic and phenotypic variation continuously

across the landscape. In addition, we identified the

environmental variables that are important in explaining

the variation among populations.

Materials and methods

Molecular markers and morphological data

We used the AFLP dataset from Milá et al. (2009); which

consists of 136 loci scored in 178 individuals from 15

sites within Ecuador. Because AFLPs exhibit a relatively

high mutation rate, they may be informative for both

historical and contemporary processes. For details on the

methodology and sampling design, see Appendix and

Milá et al. (2009). In brief, whole genomic DNA was

digested with restriction enzymes EcoRI and MseI and

fragments were ligated to oligonucleotide adapters with

T4 DNA ligase. A random sub-sample of fragments was

obtained through a pre-selective amplification using

primers E-t and M-c, followed by three selective amplifi-

cations. Only the selective amplification primer pairs that

produced repeatable and unambiguously scorable profiles

were used in the analysis. Peaks found in <2% of indivi-

duals were excluded. From the binary matrix of allele

presence/absence we estimated allelic frequencies using

Zhivotovsky’s (1999) Bayesian method with uniform
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Figure 2 Predicted patterns of morphological variation in the wedge-

billed woodcreeper for separate generalized dissimilarity modeling

analyses of: (A) wing length; (B) bill depth; (C) tail length; (D) tarsus

length. Gray indicates areas where the species is not present. Pairwise

comparisons of colors between any two sites in the landscape indicate

morphological differences, where large color differences (see bars)

represent large morphological differences. Blue (A) and red (B–D) dots

indicate sampling localities. See also Fig. S8.
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prior distributions, and Nei’s D genetic distances among

sampling sites were then calculated using the method by

Lynch and Milligan (1994) as implemented in Genalex 6

(Peakall and Smouse 2006). Nei’s D values were subse-

quently used in GDM (Ferrier et al. 2007; described

below) as a measure of population differentiation.

To compare our modeling results to a potential role

for historical demography in population divergence, we

assessed whether a signal of upslope range expansion

since the last glacial maximum (LGM) was present in the

genetic data. Haplotype diversity h and nucleotide diver-

sity p for mtDNA was calculated in Arlequin 3.1 (Excof-

fier et al. 2005), expecting to see lower diversity for

populations in areas of range expansion. In addition, as

measures of AFLP variation by site we calculated Shan-

non’s Diversity Index I under the assumption of Hardy–

Weinberg equilibrium, and the percentage of polymorphic

loci in PopGene 3.2 (Yeh et al. 1999), as well as expected

heterozygosity in Genalex 6 (Peakall and Smouse 2006).

Morphological variation among wedge-billed woodcree-

per populations was assessed through measurement of six

fitness-related traits, including (n = 195): wing, tail, tar-

sus, and bill lengths (defined as exposed culmen, or the

length of the bill from tip to the onset where the feathers

start); bill width; and bill depth [see Milá et al. (2009) for

specific details]. For the current study, we calculated pair-

wise Euclidean distances from site averages as a measure

of dissimilarity between sampling sites, and divided these

by the sum of the standard deviations within each site to

include within-population variation. We studied the

responses of the six variables combined as well of each

individual variable. In addition, we assessed the responses

of size and shape for the combined set of morphological

variables through analyses of principal component scores.

Euclidean distances among sites were calculated for PC1

and PC2, and used in GDM analyses.

Environmental data

We compiled a set of moderately high-resolution climate

and satellite remote-sensing variables to characterize the

sharp habitat transitions in the topographically extremely

heterogeneous Ecuadorian Andes (Table S1; Fig. S2).

These included bioclimatic variables from the WorldClim

database (Hijmans et al. 2005), which are spatially explicit

estimates of annual means, seasonal extremes, and degrees

of seasonality in temperature and precipitation based on

a 50-year climatology (1950–2000), and represent biologi-

cally meaningful variables for characterizing species range

(Nix 1986).

In addition to these ground-based measurements of cli-

mate, we used satellite remote-sensing data from both

passive optical sensors (MODIS; https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/

lpdaac/products/modis_overview) and active radar scatt-

erometers (QuickScat; http://www.scp.byu.edu/data/Quik-

scat/SIRv2/qush/World_regions.htm) to infer a broad

spectrum of ecological characteristics of the land surface.

From the MODIS archive, we used the monthly Leaf Area

Index (LAI) to infer vegetation density as well as season-

ality (Myneni et al. 2002). In evergreen broadleaf forests,

LAI is defined as the one-sided projected green leaf area

per unit ground area (Knyazikhin et al. 1998). In addi-

tion, we used the vegetation continuous field product

(Hansen et al. 2002) as a measure of the percentage of

tree cover. From QuickScat (QSCAT), we obtained

monthly raw backscatter measurements that capture attri-

butes related to surface moisture and roughness (Long

et al. 2001), and from the Shuttle Radar Topography

Mission (SRTM), we acquired elevation data.

Time series of the remote-sensing data sources were

acquired to roughly match the period of field sampling

(QSCAT and treecover from 2001; LAI data represent

means over 2000–2004). To improve interpretation, we

checked for covariance among variables, and only

included those with substantial unique variance. Various

criteria were used to decide which layers of correlated

pairs were retained for further analysis (with Pearson’s

correlations on the order of 0.9 or larger). These included

maintaining layers that are more commonly used in dis-

tribution modeling (WorldClim) or that exhibit larger

contrast/variance over the study area (QSCAT) as well as

having best data quality (LAI). Variables with native reso-

lutions higher (e.g. SRTM: 30 m) or lower (e.g. QSCAT:

2.25 km) than 1 km were re-aggregated to a 1 km grid

cell resolution (Table S1; Buermann et al. 2008).

Measures of distance

Geographic distance between sampling localities can be

included in GDM to assess the amount of variation

explained by isolation-by-distance (IBD; Wright 1943). As

geographic distance per se is not necessarily a good esti-

mate of the distance an individual might travel among

localities because of barriers or differences in the perme-

ability of habitats, we included two cost–distance

measures, calculated from a cost grid. These were least-

cost-paths (LCP; PathMatrix 1.1; Ray 2005) and

isolation-by-resistance distances (IBRD, Circuitscape 2.2;

McRae 2006) in which unsuitable habitat (defined as

those areas predicted to be unsuitable by a species

distribution model, after applying a threshold value for

suitability; see below) was assumed to be 10 times as

difficult to penetrate as suitable habitat. In contrast to

LCP, IBRD takes into account the effects of multiple

possible pathways with the same cost (McRae 2006). We

included water bodies as unsuitable habitat, which seemed
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justified, because the wedge-billed woodcreeper is a forest

bird, and only water bodies of at least 1 km in diameter are

detected because of the spatial resolution of the environ-

mental variables. Because the Andes act as a barrier to

wedge-billed woodcreepers, and have likely been a barrier

since at least the last stage of their uplift, 5 Mya (e.g.

Garzione et al. 2008), we also analyzed the effect of the

Andes as a barrier by including a layer classifying the west

and east as 0 and 1 for analyses across entire Ecuador,

which in effect classifies the Andes as impermeable. In

addition, we investigated whether other historical barriers

besides the Andes may have been present during the LGM.

For this purpose, current species distribution was modeled

using only temperature and precipitation variables, for

which relatively reliable information is available for the

LGM. Subsequently, a projection was made on the past by

assuming a uniform 6�C decrease in temperature and a

50% decrease in precipitation. These values are within an

estimated range based on palaeo-pollen records

from Colombia (Van der Hammen and Hooghiemstra

2003), which at these regional scales are likely more

accurate than global circulation model reconstructions for

the LGM.

Species distribution modeling

Modeling the morphological and genetic variation of

the wedge-billed woodcreeper across Ecuador requires

delineation of a study area. A map of continuous habi-

tat suitability for this species was generated in a previ-

ous study (Buermann et al. 2008), and for the current

study we converted it into a presence–absence map

using appropriate thresholds (see below). In brief, we

used the Maximum Entropy approach implemented in

Maxent 3.0 (Phillips et al. 2006), which utilizes pres-

ence-only data together with environmental information

to estimate the environmental envelop that is suitable

for the studied species. Its predictions are continuous

logistic probabilities with increasing values referring to

more suitable habitats. Maxent performs well with few

point localities (Hernandez et al. 2006), and in a recent

large model-intercomparison project with 15 other algo-

rithms, Maxent’s performance in modeling species’ dis-

tributions was generally rated among the highest (Elith

et al. 2006). We used 71 localities from a wide area of

the wedge-billed woodcreeper’s range in Ecuador,

Colombia, Peru, and Brazil (Buermann et al. 2008; data

available upon request). Our dataset was insufficient to

run models for each individual subspecies. However,

the wedge-billed woodcreeper appeared to have rela-

tively broad environmental requirements (i.e. presence

of humid rainforests). In addition, our prediction of

the species’ potential geographic distribution (Fig. S3)

was highly consistent with known distributions from

bird field guides (Ridgely and Greenfield 2001; Restall

et al. 2007), and in agreement with genetic evidence

(Marks et al. 2002; Milá et al. 2009) suggesting that the

Andes separate the eastern from the western popu-

lations. Using the distribution model with pooled local-

ity data to outline areas of suitable habitat as a first

step in the analysis seems, therefore, justified.

To convert the continuous Maxent predictions into a

presence–absence map defining the study area for subse-

quent GDM analyses (see below), we used a 10% thresh-

old for habitat suitability, which was centered within the

range of a number of optimized Maxent thresholds,

including ‘equal training sensitivity and specificity (17%)’

and ‘balance threshold (0.5%)’. Criteria in choosing this

threshold level included verification whether the Ecuado-

rian field sampling sites were included in the suitable

area, and comparisons to published range estimates in

field guides. Suitable habitat was predicted in some areas

above 1500 m in altitude, and because the species does

not generally occur above this elevation (Ridgely and

Greenfield 2001), we used a conservative maximum alti-

tude of 2000 m a.s.l.

Generalized dissimilarity modeling

To predict the distribution of environmentally associated

genetic and phenotypic variation in the wedge-billed

woodcreeper across the landscape, we used generalized

dissimilarity modeling (GDM; Ferrier et al. 2007). GDM

is a matrix regression technique that predicts biotic

dissimilarity (turnover) between sites based upon envi-

ronmental dissimilarity and geographic distance. A major

advantage of GDM over other modeling methodologies is

that it can fit nonlinear relationships of environmental

variables to biological variation through the use of

I-spline basis functions (Ferrier et al. 2007). It can expli-

citly consider the influence of geographic distance on

explaining biological variation, and allows for modeling

variables that are difficult to define at individual sampling

locations, such as genetic markers. It is a two-step

method: first, dissimilarities of a set of predictor variables

are fitted to the genetic or phenotypic dissimilarities (the

response variables). The contributions of predictor

variables to explaining the observed response variation

are tested by Monte-Carlo permutation, and only those

variables that are significant are retained in the final

model. These procedures result in a function that

describes the relationship between environmental and

response variables. Second, using the function resulting

from the first step, a spatial prediction is made of the

response variable patterns. For visualization purposes,

classes of similar response are color coded, where larger
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color differences between two localities represent larger

phenotypic or genetic differences.

Because environmental conditions on opposite sides of

the Andes are very different, they may pose different

selection regimes upon respective populations. For this

reason, and because of a previously observed genetic

divergence of populations on either side of the Andes

(Milá et al. 2009), we carried out independent analyses

on each sub-region, in addition to a broad-scale analysis

of the entire region.

To visualize areas harboring the highest amounts of

genetic and phenotypic variation, we calculated the stan-

dard deviation of 1 · 1 km gridcell values from GDM

predictions in an area of 3 · 3 gridcells (equivalent to

3 · 3 km). The center gridcell was assigned the standard

deviation value. The resulting map indicates the level of

turnover from each gridcell to its neighboring gridcells.

We color coded the area comprising the highest 10%

standard deviations. In addition, we indicated areas where

classes of similar genotypes were present in combination

with classes of similar phenotypes. To do this, we used

the ‘Combine’ function in ArcGIS 9 on cell values of

GDM predictions for genetic and morphological varia-

tion. This procedure resulted in a map showing unique

combinations of genotype and phenotype. We compared

the regions of high turnover with currently protected

areas in Ecuador (World Database on Protected Areas;

http://www.unep-wcmc.org/wdpa/index.htm) and calcu-

lated the amount of overlap as the percentage of gridcells

of the highest 10% turnover that are located within cur-

rently protected areas.

The relative importance of predictor variables in a GDM

can be assessed by means of response curves. Thus, the

influence of geographic distance relative to other variables

in explaining genetic and phenotypic variation can be

assessed. To further evaluate the extent to which geo-

graphic distance is potentially correlated with environmen-

tal differences, for each region and for each dependent

variable we ran independent tests with the following sets

of predictor variables: (i) environmental variables and

distance (geographic, LCP, or IBRD); (ii) only distance

(geographic, LCP, or IBRD); (iii) only environmental

variables. Comparison of the results from these three runs

provided an indication of the correlation between geo-

graphic distance and environmental differences.

To test the robustness of the GDM models, we per-

formed additional model runs in which one or two sites

were omitted. The predicted response of the withheld

data was plotted against the observed response and com-

pared with the expected line y = x. Furthermore, because

no formalized significance testing has yet been developed

for GDM, to assess the significance of the level of varia-

tion that was explained by our models, we ran additional

models in which the environmental layers were

substituted by layers with random values for each grid

cell. The resulting percentage of variation explained was

compared with that of the full model. We considered the

performance of the full model not significant if it

explained an equal amount or less of the total variation

than a model with random environmental variables.

Finally, the model outcome and its interpretation may be

influenced by the fact that not all environmental space

may be sampled. We therefore indicated for each trait,

the areas where the values of the most important explana-

tory variables were outside the range of sampled values

(clamping). Particular caution should be taken in inter-

preting model results in those areas. Because most of the

individual variables that were significant in any model

contributed relatively little to the full model, we only

used the most important variables to assess areas where

clamping might occur. We defined the most important

variables as those for which response curves reached

‡50% of the maximum response of the single most

important variable.

Results

Genetic variation

The full GDM model of AFLP variation across the entire

study region (in which all variables were entered simulta-

neously) explained 95.2% of the total observed variation.

It included environmental variables as well as the Andean

barrier (Table 1). As expected, the model found the

Andes to be a strong barrier to gene flow (Fig. S4). How-

ever, models in which only the Andean barrier or only

environmental variables were entered performed nearly

equally well [93.2% and 90.5% of total variation

explained, respectively (Table 1)]. This result suggests that

environmental variables are highly divergent between the

eastern and western slopes of the Andes, making it

unclear whether the differentiation between eastern and

western populations is the result of isolation or of envi-

ronmental differences. With respect to the predicted pat-

tern of the genetic variation, GDM revealed marked

divergence between the regions east and west of the

Andes, which is consistent with large observed genetic dif-

ferences across this mountain range. However, GDM did

not predict genetic structure within these regions

(Fig. 1B).

Examining genetic variation west of the Andes, a model

for only environmental variables explained 98.4% of the

total genetic variation, compared with 50.8% for geo-

graphic distance alone and 98.5% for the full model

(Table 1). These results indicate that geographic distance

was partially correlated with environmental differences.

This was further corroborated by plotting geographic
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distance among sites versus the difference in values for

the most important environmental variables (Fig. S5).

Precipitation of the driest quarter was the most important

variable in explaining the observed variation (Fig. S4),

and as a result was the main driver in predicting

the genetic variation across the landscape. Because

precipitation of the driest quarter changes with elevation

along the western slopes of the Andes, the genetic varia-

tion also showed a similar elevation gradient (Figs 1D

and S6A).

East of the Andes, environmental variables explained a

considerable amount of the genetic variation (71.5%),

while geographic distance explained little (8.8%), suggest-

ing that habitat differences were more important than

IBD in shaping the genetic variation in this region.

Genetic variation was predicted to occur along latitudinal

and elevation gradients (Figs 1C and S6B). The latitudinal

gradient corresponds to variation in precipitation of the

wettest quarter and temperature seasonality across

the Amazon Basin, whereas the altitudinal gradient along

the north-eastern slopes of the Andes was the result of

the combined influence of the variables selected by the

model (Table 1; Fig. S4). Areas that harbor the highest

rates of change are mainly located in the foothills of the

Andes (Fig. 3). Only 15.5% of these areas on the western

side of the Andes are currently protected, and 8.3% in

the east.

Replacement of geographic distance with LCP or resis-

tance distances that were based on current barriers did

not influence models either on the east or the west side

of the Andes. In addition, a Maxent model of habitat

suitability during the LGM predicted a shift of suitable

habitat of �400 m downward in altitude along the

Andean slopes, and loss of habitat in southwestern Ecua-

dor, but no barriers in addition to those currently exist-

ing. Extant populations at higher elevations may be in

areas of range expansion since the LGM. Indeed, some

sampled populations are within the predicted area of

range expansion (Fig. S7), but AFLP and mtDNA diver-

sity indices within populations did not show a pattern

with respect to elevation (Table S2; Milá et al. 2009;

R2 < 0.02, P > 0.5).

EastWest

AFLP

Morphology*

AFLP + morphology*

Tail/wing length (west)

0 120 240
km

Figure 3 Synthesis of results, showing areas that harbor particularly

high levels of turnover of phenotypic and genetic variation (colored

regions: area with highest 10% rates of change). The gray scale indi-

cates classes of unique variation that does not occur anywhere else.

Because of large population divergence between the west and east of

the Andes, colors and gray scales can only be compared within each

region. Hatched areas indicate currently protected areas (World Data-

base on Protected Areas). Morphology east of the Andes is repre-

sented by tarsus length, and west of the Andes by bill depth. Tail and

wing length west of the Andes are indicated separately in green, but

show a much diffuser pattern because of the importance of treecover

in explaining the variation, and the high level of disturbance in that

area. Areas where model confidence was low because they fell out-

side the environmental space sampled were omitted from this map.

Table 1. Generalized dissimilarity modeling results for genetic variation using amplified fragment length polymorphism markers.

Ecuador W Andes E Andes

Full model 95.2 98.5 72.2

Significantly contributing

variables in full model*

2,7,5,6,9,12,15,16,18 1,4,5,6,7,8,16,18 1,5,6,9,11,12,14,16,17

Using contemporary environment 90.5 98.4 71.5

Using geographic distance 0 50.8 8.8

Using Andean barrier 93.2 – –

Using random variables 9.1 19.4 28.0

Shown are percentages of total variation explained by models for the entire study region and the regions west and east of the Andes.

*1 geographic distance; 2 Andean barrier; 3 elevation (SRTM); 4 elevation std (SRTMstd); 5 QSCATMean; 6 QSCATStd; 7 Treecover; 8 LAImax; 9

LAIrange; 10 Bio1; 11 Bio2; 12 Bio4; 13 Bio5; 14 Bio6; 15 Bio12; 16 Bio15; 17 Bio16; 18 Bio17; see Fig. S4 for the relative importance of each

variable in the models.
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Morphological variation

Models for the combined response of all morphological

variables (tarsus, tail, wing, and bill length, bill depth

and width) explained 73.4% of the variation west, and

42.0% east of the Andes. Because potential selection

pressures may act differentially on different morpholo-

gical traits, we also analyzed morphological variables

individually. Variation in four traits (tarsus, wing and

tail length, and bill depth) was well explained by envi-

ronmental variables on both the western and eastern

side of the Andes (Table 2). As was the case for genetic

variation, the highest rates of morphological change

across the landscape can be found along the slopes of

the Andes (Figs 2 and 3).

Tarsus length on the eastern side of the Andes was

mainly explained by minimum temperature of the coldest

month and annual mean QSCAT (Fig. S4), which cap-

tures canopy properties related to moisture and roughness

(the full model explained 70.5% of total variation). Gra-

dients in these variables along the Andean flanks relate to

habitat transitions from the Amazon lowlands to the

Andean foothills (Figs 2D and S8D). A linear regression

revealed that tarsus length increases with increasing sur-

face moisture levels (R2 = 0.73, P < 0.01; Fig. S9). We

hypothesize that this correlation is the result of the

greater presence of moss covering tree trunks in the

moister forests of the Andean foothills. In this environ-

ment, longer tarsi may increase the climbing performance

and thus the foraging efficiency of individuals, although

additional field data will be necessary to properly test this

hypothesis (Milá et al. 2009).

Variation in both wing (Figs 2A and S8A) and tail

lengths (Figs 2C and S8C) was well explained on the west

side of the Andes (91.7% and 82.4%, respectively), and

treecover was most influential in this association. Wing

length has been shown to be related to treecover in other

species as well (e.g. Smith et al. 2008). The predicted vari-

ation of wing and tail length showed a fragmented pat-

tern in the central lowlands on the western side of the

Andes and a moderately strong gradient associated with

elevation.

Finally, variation in bill depth (92.5% explained)

showed high turnover along the north- and south-western

slopes of the Andes (Figs 2B and S8B), but not along the

central-western slopes. This pattern of variation was con-

sistent with the patterns of mean diurnal temperature

range and temperature seasonality, which were the most

important variables in explaining bill depth variation

(Table 2; Fig. S4).

A principle component analysis on the combined mor-

phological variables extracted two principal components

(PC). PC1 explained 32.1% of the variation and mainly

represented size. PC2 explained 25.3% and mainly repre-

sented shape differences. Analyses on the separate

responses of size (PC1 scores) and shape (PC2 scores)

indicated that the morphological responses in the west

are both shape and size related (93.15% and 81.34% of

variation explained, respectively; Table 2). However,

neither shape nor size responses were well explained in

the east (Table 2).

Usage of LCP or resistance distances rather than geo-

graphic distance did not influence any of the models for

morphological variation, either on the east or the west of

the Andes.

On the western side of the Andes, only 7.3% (tail

length), 8.9% (wing length), and 16.8% (bill depth) of

the areas harboring the highest 10% of turnover over-

lapped with currently protected areas, and on the eastern

side 11.5% (tarsus length).

Table 2. Generalized dissimilarity modeling results for morphological characters.

West of Andes East of Andes

Tarsus length *60.7(1,6,8)/0/60.7/34.3 *70.5(4,5,6,9,14)/10.9/70.5/13.8

Wing length *91.7(6,7,13,14)/6.1/ 91.7/34.3 22.0/–/–/57.1

Tail length *82.4(1,3,7,9,13)/6.1/81.5/24.6 48.2/–/–/48.7

Bill width 59.2/–/–/61.7 23.7/–/–/42.7

Bill depth *92.5(1,5,8,9,11,12)/22.7/91.5/11.4 *27.2(1,5,8,9,16,17)/10.4/23.1/2.4

Bill length *63.9(4,5,6,8,14)/0/63.9/0 18.9/–/–/51.0

All traits combined *73.4(5,8,10,11)/0/73.4/11.0 *42.0(1,5,7,9,11,16,18)/14.3/41.9/8.9

Size (PC1; 32.1% of total variation) *81.3(3,7,10)/0/81.3/18.0 9.4/–/–/51.4

Shape (PC2; 25.3% of total variation) *93.2(1,3,5,6,7,9,13,14,15)/17.3/92.6/14.1 19.3/–/–/42.8

Shown are the percentages of total variance explained by models for the regions west and east of the Andes. For cases in which the full model

(using both geographic distance and environment) explained more of the total variation than random models (indicated by ‘*’), the variables

selected by the model are shown in parentheses (see Table 1 for coding of environmental variables), and figures are also shown for models in

which only geographic distance or only environmental variables were entered (full model/using distance/using environment/using random environ-

mental variables). See Fig. S4 for the relative importance of each variable in the models.
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Model performance

Sensitivity analyses using jackknife procedures suggested

overall robustness of the models, even though models

for tarsus length on the eastern side of the Andes were

less accurate, with slight overpredictions at small

observed response values, and underpredictions at

higher observed response values (Fig. S10). These results

suggest that the observed relation between environmen-

tal and genetic or morphological dissimilarities is con-

sistent, and not the chance result of a specific set of

sampling sites. With respect to analyses of genetic vari-

ation across the entire region, however, models could

not distinguish between the relative effects of environ-

ment versus the Andes as a barrier: separate models

using either environmental variables or the Andean

barrier both explained >90% of the total variation

(Table 1). In addition, using jackknifing procedures, the

larger genetic differences across the Andes were less

accurately predicted (Fig. S11) than those within

regions. This pattern is inherent to situations where

environmental differences highly correlate with the pres-

ence of a barrier or geographic distance, and can be

dealt with by sampling not only along an environmen-

tal gradient, but also among equally spaced populations

with the same environmental conditions. Nevertheless, a

predictive map of genetic variation across Ecuador sug-

gested a major difference between populations inhabit-

ing areas west and east of the Andes (Fig. 1B), which

is consistent with known population structure (Marks

et al. 2002; Milá et al. 2009).

Discussion

The topographic heterogeneity of the Andes has resulted

in a wide variety of habitats and barriers that are nearly

or completely impassable to individuals of many species.

Consequently, a combination of vicariant and selective

mechanisms has likely resulted in the biological diversity

currently observed. Identifying the nature of these evolu-

tionary processes and understanding their effect on the

spatial distribution of biodiversity requires simultaneous

spatial analyses of the relationship of environmental vari-

ables and geographic distance with intra-specific biologi-

cal variation across the landscape. Such a procedure can

facilitate in understanding the relative importance of

environment versus distance in shaping biodiversity, in

identifying adaptive traits, and in prioritizing areas for

conservation. Here we used a comprehensive approach,

integrating recently developed spatial analysis tools to

map environmentally associated variation in the wedge-

billed woodcreeper.

Models of biological variation across the landscape

Past schemes for defining areas of high conservation

importance have focused on the species level and identi-

fied biodiversity hotspots where species richness or phylo-

genetic diversity is high (e.g. Vane-Wright et al. 1991;

Faith 1992; Orme et al. 2005). An equivalent metric for

population level process is only now emerging and initial

efforts have emphasized evolutionary history and the pres-

ervation of the genetic legacy of a species (Crandall et al.

2000; Cowling and Pressey 2001; Moritz 2002; Mace et al.

2003; Ennos et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2005; Rouget

et al. 2006; Bonin et al. 2007; Forest et al. 2007; Davis

et al. 2008; Mace and Purvis 2008). For example, recently

Carnaval et al. (2009) identified a largely unknown Pleis-

tocene refuge in the Atlantic rainforest of Brazil through

analysis of concordant phylogeographic partitions in rain-

forest frogs. However, such areas may not be those where

adaptive diversity is maximal (e.g. Moritz 2002), and thus

emphasize history over the potential for response to envi-

ronmental change at the population level (e.g. Crandall

et al. 2000). Further, a phylogeographic approach will

miss very recent episodes of local adaptation and genetic

isolation where sufficient time has not elapsed such that

mtDNA sequence trees show distinct genetic partitions

(Pease et al. 2009).

In contrast, our spatially explicit models focus on the

relationship between environmental heterogeneity and

genetic and phenotypic variation, and emphasize local

adaptation and genetic turnover on more recent time-

scales. Our models generally performed well in explaining

genetic and morphological variation (Tables 1 and 2),

and suggested a close association between biological and

environmental variation. In particular, when regions east

and west of the Andes were analyzed separately, environ-

mental variables explained most of the genetic variation,

whereas geographic distance explained little, except for

genetic variation west of the Andes. Substitution of geo-

graphic distance with LCP or resistance distances, which

take into account potential levels of connectivity between

populations, did not influence model performance. This

result could be due to the relatively homogeneous habitat

suitability for the species within each region. The fact that

geographic distance generally explained little of the

genetic and phenotypic variation (or in the case of genetic

variation west of the Andes much less than environmental

variables), while environmental variables explained a large

fraction, suggests that neutral processes because of isola-

tion by distance were relatively less important and that

these traits were more likely shaped by natural selection.

This suggestion is most likely true for the phenotypic

traits that we studied, because these traits have been
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shown to be fitness related in other species (e.g. Bardwell

et al. 2001; Jensen et al. 2004; Milá et al. 2008b). How-

ever, because it is unknown to what extent AFLP loci are

linked to genes under selection, the close association

between genetic and environmental variation may be the

combined result of direct selective forces on linked genes

and of decreased gene flow because of reduced dispersal

ability as a result of habitat differences. Any bias that

might occur by using a putatively neutral marker would

likely be in the direction of finding larger proportions of

variation explained by IBD. However, we find that most

of the variation is explained by environmental differences.

While the mechanism underlying this result is unclear, it

does suggest that environmental differences influence

genetic differentiation, and that putatively neutral diver-

gence explained by environmental heterogeneity, but not

by IBD, may be a proxy for adaptive differentiation.

An alternative explanation for our finding that environ-

mental heterogeneity was much more important in

explaining biological variation than IBD is that historical

demographic processes could have potentially interfered

with IBD. Range expansions are likely to occur along

environmental gradients in a direction where habitat

gradually becomes suitable over a period of climate

change. For wedge-billed woodcreepers in the Andes, the

most likely direction of range expansion since the LGM is

from lower to higher altitudes (Fig. S7). However, we did

not detect comparatively lower levels of genetic diversity

in high-altitude populations, suggesting that if demo-

graphic processes were important, we are unable to

detect it.

It is noteworthy that both the genetic and the com-

bined morphological patterns of variation were explained

by different variables on the east side of the Andes as

compared with the west (Tables 1 and 2; Fig. S4), which

suggests that different processes may play a role in shap-

ing this variation. Specifically, in the case of genetic varia-

tion, three temperature variables were significant on the

eastern side of the Andes, whereas on the western side

temperature was not significant at all (Table 1). Likewise,

for the combined morphological variables, two precipita-

tion variables were significant in the east, whereas no pre-

cipitation variables were selected in the west. These

differences may be explained by the fact that both climate

and remote-sensing variables west of the Andes are much

more heterogeneous than those in the east.

Our results suggest that environmental gradients along

the slopes of the Andes are a major driver of diversifica-

tion in wedge-billed woodcreepers. Climate variables were

often most influential in explaining the observed biotic

variation, yet in some cases remote-sensing variables

pertaining to vegetation density or moisture levels were

also very important (Tables 1 and 2; Fig. S4). These

environmental gradients are mainly related to elevation

differences because local climate conditions are largely

determined by altitude. As environmental gradients are

steepest along the slopes of the Andes, this is where the

highest rates of biological change in woodcreepers

occurred (Figs 1–3).

Jackknifing procedures indicated that our models per-

formed well in predicting genetic and morphological vari-

ation, and were robust to omission of data given the

localities that have been sampled. However, some caution

should be used in the interpretation of the maps resulting

from our models. In areas that are sparsely sampled –

such as the southeastern region for the wedge-billed

woodcreeper – the corresponding predictions may not be

as robust as in areas with more dense sampling regimes.

In particular, when the environmental conditions of those

areas are outside the range spanned by the sampling sites

(we indicated those areas in the maps in the Supporting

information), the model extrapolates the genetic and phe-

notypic response curves. Such extrapolation could poten-

tially result in inaccurate predictions, or at least lower

levels of confidence in predicted variation in those areas.

Mapping adaptive variation for conservation

prioritization

Recent advances in modeling methodologies and the

accessibility of high-resolution interpolated climate and

satellite-based ecological data have resulted in new oppor-

tunities for the accurate assessment of biodiversity pat-

terns across large geographic areas. We exploited these

new developments to map variation in the wedge-billed

woodcreeper. To more fully integrate information on bio-

diversity patterns, processes, and socio-economic factors,

we suggest the following multi-step approach, which may

be generally applicable for conservation prioritization

(Fig. 4).

1 Modeling species distribution

To map intra-specific variation, it is important to first

identify the species’ range, because predictions into

areas where the species does not occur would provide

false information on levels of variation. To estimate a

species’ potential geographic distribution, we utilized

ecological niche modeling, which has been applied

extensively in ecology, evolution, and conservation

biology (Guisan and Zimmermann 2000; Rice et al.

2003; Graham et al. 2004; Carstens and Richards 2007;

Kozak et al. 2008; Swenson 2008).

2 Mapping intra-specific variation across the landscape

The key step in incorporating evolutionary processes in

conservation prioritization is to project environmen-
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tally associated biological variation across large areas

that have not been sampled, for which we employed

GDM (Ferrier et al. 2007). The graphical output of this

method is particularly facilitative in visualizing the spa-

tial patterns of variation across a geographic landscape.

Because demographic history may also influence pat-

terns of differentiation, it is useful to test for a signal

of historical demographic processes in the genetic data.

3 Combining process with pattern and socio-economic factors

Finally, to maximize the information content for priori-

tizing areas, information on the patterns of biodiversity

(e.g. Orme et al. 2005) needs to be incorporated with

information on the processes that generate and sus-

tain it, as well as levels of threat (Butchart et al. 2005)

and socio-economic factors (e.g. Naidoo et al. 2006;

McBride et al. 2007; Wilson et al. 2007). Often, detailed

socio-economic information may be scarce, which can

hamper the implementation of conservation action (e.g.

Knight et al. 2006). Yet, with the availability of global

remote-sensing variables, it may often be possible to

include some measure of socio-economic data into pri-

oritization (e.g. Sarkar et al. 2004; Cameron et al. 2008).

A worked example: priority areas for conservation in the

wedge-billed woodcreeper

The species distribution model developed in the first step

of our framework indicated that the wedge-billed wood-

creeper is widely distributed across lowland and mid-

elevation areas, and is consistent with expert knowledge

on the species’ distribution. If one would not take into

account intra-specific variation, currently protected areas

(World Database on Protected Areas; http://www.unep-

wcmc.org/wdpa/index.htm) appear to be sufficient for the

wedge-billed woodcreeper, because they overlap with a

fairly large area of its distribution (Fig. 3).

Interestingly however, results from the second step, in

which we mapped environmentally associated variation,

do not support this view. To visualize areas that harbor

high levels of variation, we mapped the highest 10% in

genetic and phenotypic turnover per unit area (Fig. 3).

The highest rates of change are mainly located along the

Andean slopes. A likely explanation for this observation is

that many of the climatic and remotely sensed environ-

mental variables change with elevation, which results in

strong environmental gradients in areas where elevation

gradients are steepest. Such gradients are likely to be par-

ticularly important for conservation, because in response

to climate change, populations will need to either adapt

to the new environmental conditions, or shift their ranges

to areas where ecological conditions are more favorable

(e.g. Hickling et al. 2006; Moritz et al. 2008). Conserva-

tion of environmental gradients that harbor high levels of

environmentally associated variation could both maximize

adaptive variation and allow for gradual range shifts

(Smith et al. 2001). Comparisons of the regions that har-

bor the highest 10% of turnover with the World Database

on Protected Areas (http://www.unep-wcmc.org/wdpa/

index.htm) revealed that from only 7.3% (tail length on

the west) to 16.8% (bill depth on the west) of these areas

is currently protected. This result suggests that current

levels of protection may not be sufficiently adequate for

conservation of process. This insufficient current level of

protection is consistent with findings of Sierra et al.

(2002) based on analyses of the level of protection of dif-

ferent ecosystems. However, areas that were assigned high

priority by Sierra et al. (2002) are not fully consistent

with those where we found high levels of turnover in

the wedge-billed woodcreeper. This result stresses the

Spatializing
process
(GDM)

Environmental variables
Species point
locality data

Modeled
species distributions

Genetic diversity
Phenotypic diversity

Final prioritization 
scheme

Degree of threat
and opportunity

Modeled variation:
response to 

evolutionary process

Species
distribution 
(Maxent)

Endemic species richness

Species richness
Threatened species richness

Integrating
pattern 

and process

Figure 4 Proposed framework for integrating evolutionary processes (blue box) with traditionally used information on biodiversity patterns, levels

of threat, and socio-economic information (yellow box) in conservation planning. Predictive models for spatializing species distributions and envi-

ronmentally associated genetic and phenotypic variation are at the core of the approach. Modeled species distributions are used to delimit the

study area for subsequent modeling of intra-specific variation, and can also provide the basis for the assessment of species richness. Environmental

variables are used in modeling both species distributions and intra-specific variation, and could include remotely sensed data (e.g. tree cover, ele-

vation, or moisture levels) and ground-based data (e.g. temperature and precipitation variables). Small arrows represent input, large arrows

output.
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importance of mapping intra-specific variation for a mul-

titude of species in this region.

Finally, we primarily focused our analyses on the inclu-

sion of evolutionary processes into conservation assess-

ments because processes such as local adaptation have

received relatively little attention in comparison with pat-

terns of species or phylogenetic diversity in conservation

prioritization. Yet, we will briefly discuss some of the

issues that are of particular importance for Ecuador in the

third step of our proposed framework. The Andes are one

of the most diverse regions in the world, and traditionally

seen as a hotspot for species richness, levels of endemism,

and degree of threat (e.g. Sierra et al. 2002; Orme et al.

2005). The region is under great threat by human activity,

yet only about a quarter of the remaining 25% area of

mature forest is currently protected (Myers et al. 2000).

Species losses in the Tropical Andes are predicted to

be exceptionally high if habitat destruction does not

decrease (Brooks et al. 2002). In addition, climate change

may have a large impact on the Andes, because impacts in

the tropics are predicted to be largest at higher elevations

(Bradley et al. 2004), and palaeo-climatic data suggest that

Andean biomes are particularly sensitive to changing con-

ditions (Bush 2002; Van der Hammen and Hooghiemstra

2003). The regions that we identified as important for con-

servation based on the highest rates of change coincide

with relatively less densely populated areas on the eastern

side of the Andes (GPW version 3, Gridded Population of

the World; http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/gpw/index.jsp;

Fig. S12), suggesting an opportunity for conservation

limited by relatively modest conflict with human needs.

On the western side of the Andes, however, human popu-

lation densities are higher, which could potentially lead to

conflict with conservation strategies (Fig. S12).

To complete the prioritization process, more detailed

analyses of the above mentioned types of information are

needed. Software packages such as Marxan (Ball and

Possingham 2000; Possingham et al. 2000), Target (Faith

1998), and Zonation (Moilanen 2007) can incorporate

both biological and socio-economic data to prioritize

areas for conservation. Inclusion of information on the

levels of variation such as we have shown here would help

ensure that evolutionary processes are taken into consid-

eration in conservation planning.

While the wedge-billed woodcreeper is not currently

threatened, our study was intended to illustrate how envi-

ronmentally associated variation can be mapped and

incorporated into conservation assessments. We believe

the framework for prioritization presented here is advan-

tageous over more traditional approaches that only focus

on the patterns of biodiversity, because such approaches

may not capture intra-specific adaptive variation, which is

likely to be important for species’ ability to persist during

climate change. In addition, approaches that focus on

surrogates of biodiversity such as species richness will

miss recent local adaptation and isolation, where diver-

gence has not progressed sufficiently far for new species

to evolve. The approach presented here focused on the

relation of environment with intra-specific variation and

thus emphasizes local adaptation over a potentially long

timeframe, including those that occurred more recently.

Ultimately, the full application of this approach will

require combining similar data for a host of target species

and incorporating predicted shifts resulting from climate

change. With advances in analytical techniques and

genetic approaches, we believe that integrating such data

for a multitude of species is fully achievable.
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Appendix

Sampling design

Sampling localities, with sample sizes in brackets, were as

follows: Bilsa [13] (N 0.360766 W 79.714866, 650 m),

Cumandá [10] (S 1 28.612 W 78 08.595, 1323 m), Pachijal

[5] (N 00.18166 W 78.93117, 650 m), Hollı́n [21] (S

00.68896 W 77.72658, 1200 m), Jatun Sacha [4] (S

01.07215 W 77.62144, 400 m), Loma Alta [7] (S 01.83475 W

80.611433, 610 m), Maldonado [10] (N 00.13453 W

7914402, 405 m), Miazal [5] (S 02.63573 W 77.79831,

300 m), Mindo [16] (S 00.06496 W 78.79338, 1398 m),

Bancos [4] (N 00.06479 W 78.98241, 750 m), Pañacocha [21]

(S 00.38238 W 76.17612, 400 m), San Rafael [6] (S

00.10082 W 77.58398, 1300 m), Sangay [24](S 02.09883 W

78.15164, 1375 m), Tiputini [19] (S 00.63698 W 76.14912,

400 m), Yasuni [13] (S 00.67455 W 76.39837, 400 m). Sam-

pling localities west and east of the Andes spanned a similar

altitudinal range.

AFLP profiling and analysis

Amplified fragment length polymorphism profiles were

generated using a protocol modified slightly from Vos

et al. (1995). Whole genomic DNA was digested with

restriction enzymes EcoRI and MseI and fragments were

ligated to oligonucleotide adapters with T4 DNA ligase. A

random sub-sample of fragments was obtained through a

pre-selective amplification using primers E-t and M-c, fol-

lowed by three selective amplifications using primer pairs

E-tag/M-cga, E-tgc/M-cga, and E-tgc/M-cgt, with each E

primer fluorescently labeled with 6FAM dye. Twelve pairs

of selective amplification primers were tried, but only the

pairs producing repeatable and unambiguously scorable

profiles were used in the analysis. Selectively amplified

fragments were run in an ABI 3700 genetic analyzer with

a LIZ500 size standard. Peaks were visualized using

genemapper 3.7 and scored manually, with individuals

and populations randomized to avoid observer bias. Only

unambiguously scorable loci and individuals were

included in the analysis and peaks found in less than 2%

of individuals were excluded. Methodological error rate

was assessed by running a subset of 10 individuals twice

from the pre-selective amplification step. The average

per-locus error rate for the AFLP data, measured as rec-

ommended by Bonin et al. (2004), was 1.8%, a rate com-

parable to that of other AFLP studies in birds (Milá et al.

2008a; Smith et al. 2008).
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Supporting Information

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the

online version of this article:

Figure S1. Distribution of the wedge-billed woodcree-

per, Glyphorynchus spirurus, in South America.

Figure S2. Environmental layers used in species distri-

bution models and GDM.

Figure S3. Predicted geographic distribution of the

wedge-billed woodcreeper using Maxent (Phillips et al.

2006) and 71 presence localities across the species’ range.

Figure S4. Response curves for variables significantly

contributing to explaining genetic or morphological varia-

tion in the wedge-billed woodcreeper in Ecuador.

Figure S5. Plots of geographic distance between sam-

pling sites versus the two most important environmental

variables in explaining AFLP variation on the western side

of the Andes, showing a correlation between geographic

distance and environmental differences.

Figure S6. Predicted patterns of AFLP variation for

independent GDM analysis of: (A) the region west of the

Andes; and (B) the region east of the Andes.

Figure S7. Differences in wedge-billed woodcreeper

ranges between predictions for the last glacial maximum

and current distributions.

Figure S8. Predicted patterns of morphological varia-

tion for independent GDM analysis of: (A) wing length;

(B) bill depth; (C) tail length; (D) tarsus length.

Figure S9. Correlation between QSCAT mean (mean

surface moisture or canopy roughness) and mean tarsus

length on the eastern side of the Andes.

Figure S10. Observed versus predicted response in

morphological variation between sampling localities, indi-

cating model performance.

Figure S11. Observed versus predicted response in

genetic variation (AFLP markers) between sampling local-

ities, indicating model performance.

Figure S12. Priority areas for conservation based on

the highest rates of turnover (colors; see Fig. 3) overlaid

on a map of 2005 human population densities (gray

scale).

Table S1. List of environmental variables used in our

analyses.

Table S2. Elevation and measures of genetic diversity

per site for mtDNA and AFLP data.

Please note: Wiley-Blackwell are not responsible for the

content or functionality of any supporting materials sup-

plied by the authors. Any queries (other than missing

material) should be directed to the corresponding author

for the article.
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